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Figure 1: Luke Metcalfe, quoted in the AFR, 29 May, 2022.
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Figure 2: Waleed Aly, Nine-Fairfax papers, June 3, 2022.
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Figure 3: Waleed Aly, Nine-Fairfax papers, June 3, 2022.
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Even on their own terms,
there are problems with
this argument.
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Median household income and primary vote
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Data are from the AEC and ABS.
Each point represents an individual SA1 (with only random points shown for clarity).
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Median household income and primary vote by metro

r = −0.49 r = −0.36 r = −0.23 r = 0.1
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Median household income and vote share in Sydney
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Ecological fallacies and the
need for individual-level
data.
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The data

• Australian Cooperative Election Survey.

• Collected by YouGov via online panel during the
campaign (02 May to 18 May), nationally representative
sample (with small rural oversample), N = 5,978.

• Chief investigators Ariadne Vromen and Darren Halpin
(ANU), Campbell White (YouGov) and myself.
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Who shifted their vote?
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Marginal effects of voter characteristics on Labor holding ex-
isting and winning new voters
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Results of logistic regressions fit to
data from the Cooperative Election Survey
Sourced from the YouGov panel May 2022
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Marginal effects of voter characteristics on the Coalition hold-
ing existing and winning new voters
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Results of logistic regressions fit to
data from the Cooperative Election Survey
Sourced from the YouGov panel May 2022
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The persistence of
economic and ownership
inequalities.
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Vote by asset type owned
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Vote by asset ownership and income
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Share of respondents who own none of these assets by age
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Vote by asset ownership and age
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Not just economic
inequality.
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Vote by language and cultural background
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All categories are mutually exclusive
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Share of respondents identifying as LGBTQI+ by age
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Vote by LGBTQI+ identity and age
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Conclusion
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Conclusion

• It is true that there were large swings at the election.

• Important differences remain in the support bases of the
major parties.

• Parties operate as interest aggregators: the Coalition
predominantly owners of wealth/capital, Labor those who
rely on earned income (see Ratcliff 2017).

• A key dimension and constant for political conflict remains
hierarchy maintenance (the right) vs levelling (the left).

• The Greens fit this description as well (human capital rich,
asset poor younger professionals). ‘Teal’ community
independents perhaps story of high income professional
labour splitting with capital.
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